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Abstract—This paper presents the IP traffic analysis. The traffic was collected from the network of Suranaree University of Technology using the software based on the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). In particular, we analyze the distribution of the aggregated traffic during the hours of peak load and light load. The traffic profiles including the parameters described the traffic distributions were derived. From the statistical analysis applying three different methods, including the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, Anderson–Darling test, and Chi-Squared test, we found that the IP traffic distribution is a non-normal distribution and the distributions during the peak load and the light load are different. The experimental study and analysis show high uncertainty of the IP traffic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understand the IP traffic characteristics is essential to manage the network resource utilization effectively. Various applications transferred over IP networks require different levels of service quality and guarantee. The network service providers need to manage network resources available to accommodate traffic demands and compromise between the limited network capacity and the service performance. The uncertainty behavior of IP traffic brings challenges to the IP network provisioning and management.

Several works in literature have paid attention on the study of the IP traffic characteristics. In [1], the authors present the implementation of the network traffic supervision system by using the method that analyzing traffic feature parameters distribution. In [2], the internet traffic model with a linear-time generation algorithm was proposed. The generated traffic trace is long-range dependent and its rates are distributed with a shifted gamma distribution. In [3], the authors present the internet aggregate traffic analysis at the flow level, in both spatial and temporal dimensions. In [4], a close relationship among network traffic, network user and network application in the complex network environment were studies and analyzed. The authors proposed a new network traffic model based on the use of Gini coefficient. The proposed model takes into consideration the network traffic profiles, user behaviors and the network applications. In [5], the authors report the growth of the internet traffic and bandwidth availability of three major Internet service providers in Thailand.

Most existing works in literature focused on the study of traffic applications and interested in management and analysis of traffic network. While the results and finding reveal crucial characteristics, the literature lacks of the study on the aggregate traffic behaviors. Therefore, this paper presents the study of the temporal characteristics of the aggregated traffic that was collected from the network of Suranaree University of Technology using the software based on the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). In particular, we analyze the distribution of the aggregated traffic during the hours of peak load and light load and derive the traffic profiles including the parameters described the traffic distributions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the network structure and the experiment setup. Section III presents the IP traffic characteristic and the distribution analysis. The parameters of the distribution are derived. Finally, we conclude the paper in section IV.

II. NETWORK STRUCTURE AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Network for the distribution feature analysis in this study is network within Suranaree University of Technology. This is internal network connected to external networks, which the network spend Firewall between internal network and external network to network security. Firewall is protected safety for network by the traffic connect to multilayer switch of internal network through optic cable size 10 Gbps and then distribute to switch of building through optic cable size 10 Gbps and forward to subswitch of the agency or organization through optic cable size 1 Gbps and distribute to Access Point, which Access Point is wireless local area network (WLAN) that connect through Unshielded Twisted Pair cable (UTP) size 1 Gbps. We select feature analysis of traffic internet of dormitories within campus. As shown in Figure 1, which network of dormitories within campus use volume of traffic as 80 percent of all volume of traffic.

For analysis of traffic feature, we are operation using monitor traffic program for traffic detection to save data of traffic. The monitor traffic program will run in the application layer of OpeSystem Interconnection Reference Model (OSI), which protocol is Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). But, some programs might use other protocols to help for monitor traffic. In this research, we operate using PRTG Traffic Grapher Program [8] to save data of traffic.
We operate to save data of traffic in one month by collection data on both main switch and subswitch. We show example of main switch (Switch S4) in Fig. 2 and subswitch (Switch S13) in Fig. 3, which both shows an example usage around traffic within 7 days (1 week) by this is saved to every 1 minute. We observe that more volume of traffic on main switch than volume of traffic on subswitch explicitly. In Fig. 4 shows the comparison of traffic in each day of each week, by show an example on Thursday which is working day and Sunday which is a holiday. Both show that volume of traffic for each day of each week is used in the same way, which working day will be running volume of traffic rather than the holiday. For analysis of traffic feature, we have analyzed symmetric and outlier and then consider histogram of data. We operate using EasyFit program [9] to analyze the distribution of traffic in Peak-load hour and Light-load hour with Kolmogorov Smirnov test, Anderson Darling test and Chi-Squared test. The results of these analysis show that distribution feature and we check the accuracy of the distribution feature of traffic with P-P Plot.

Fig. 1 Structure of the network in Suranaree University of Technology

Fig. 2 Traffic volume at Switch S4

Fig. 3 Traffic volume at Switch S13
III. ANALYSIS DISTRIBUTION FEATURE OF TRAFFIC

We obtained data of traffic from monitor traffic program. We analyze of traffic feature during peak-load hour and Light-load hour. First, the traffic data is outlier analysis, and select devoid outlier data. We obtained data set into histogram to symmetric analysis. In Fig. 5-6 show the histogram of Switch S4 (main switch) for Peak-load hour and Light-load hour respectively. In Fig. 7-8 show the histogram of Switch S13 (subswitch) for Peak-load hour and Light-load hour respectively. We found that distribution feature of data for histogram in the Peak-load is left skewed and distribution feature of data in the Light-load is right skewed which represent is asymmetric, this means that traffic data feature is non-normal distribution.

Due to traffic data is non-normal distribution. Thus, we analyze traffic data using EasyFit program to rank distribution with Goodness of fit tests by Kolmogorov Smirnov Test, Anderson Darling Test and Chi-Squared Test, which we obtained the distribution feature [6] as shown in table I. Switch S4 in Peak-load hour is Beta distribution, Switch S4 in Light-load hour is Johnson SB Distribution, Switch S13 in Peak-load hour is Gen. Extreme Value Distribution and Switch S13 in Light-load hour is Johnson SB Distribution, by we show parameter value for the distribution feature [6] of traffic data in table I.
We analyzed distribution feature of traffic using Goodness of fit tests with Kolmogorov Smirnov Test, Anderson Darling Test and Chi-Squared Test which we obtained distribution feature of traffic, and then we check the accuracy of the distribution with P-P Plot analysis, as shown in Fig. 9-10 which each figure represents that probability of data traffic for the distribution feature is similar to probability of theory for the distribution features. This means that traffic is the distribution feature according to distribution features of traffic that obtained from Goodness of fit tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>Distribution Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Beta ( a_1 = 36.612 )  ( a_2 = 1.6628 ) ( a = -1.4285 \times 10^4 ) ( b = 9.2046 \times 10^4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Johnson SB ( \gamma = 0.21722 ) ( \delta = 0.74927 ) ( \lambda = 1.2320 \times 10^5 ) ( \xi = 1.5133 \times 10^5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>Gen. Extreme Value ( k = -0.52069 ) ( \sigma = 17618.0 ) ( \mu = 1.7224 \times 10^3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>Johnson SB ( \gamma = 0.1054 ) ( \delta = 1.0219 ) ( \lambda = 69493.0 ) ( \xi = 30793.0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the distribution feature of traffic with Monitor Traffic for Internet Traffic of dormitories within Suranaree University of Technology. Furthermore, we consider used in the Peak-load hour and Light-load hour by analysis the distribution feature of traffic with histogram that represents the data that is non-normal distribution. Therefore, we analyzed of feature of traffic using Goodness of fit tests with Kolmogorov Smirnov Test, Anderson Darling Test and Chi-Squared Test, and check the accuracy of the distribution feature of traffic with P-P Plot to indicate the traffic distribution feature of property.
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